
Name:  ____________________________             Spelling List D-15

Fix the Misspelled Words

 Circle the spelling word in each sentence.  
 If the word is spelled correctly, write CORRECT on the line. 
 If the word is spelled incorrectly, write the correct spelling on the line.

 1.  Isabella waited to talk until she was feeling camer. 1.  ____________________

 2.  Yesterday was the windiest day our city has on record! 2.  ____________________

 3.  I have never seen Lucas happier than he is today. 3.  ____________________

 4.  Last winter was colder than the winter before it. 4.  ____________________

 5.  Our little dog Tucker tries to act tuffer than he really is. 5.  ____________________

 6.  That is the sleepiest baby I have ever seen! 6.  ____________________

 7.  Why am I hungryer now than before I ate that snack? 7.  ____________________

 8.  The future looks briter now that Riley's sickness is over. 8.  ____________________

 9.  Mother always keeps our house in the cleanest condition. 9.  ____________________

10.  Sometimes it's hard being the youngist child! 10.  ___________________

11. Mrs. Carrington asked us to use softer voices indoors. 11.  ___________________

12.  That must be the fastist car in the world!            12.  ___________________
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Name: ____________________________________

13.  My class presentation went smoothier than I expected. 13.  ___________________

14.  Peyton was the silliest boy in the whole class. 14.  ___________________

15.  A sponge feels hevier when it soaks up water. 15.  ___________________

16.  Your bedroom won't clean itself, but it will get dertier. 16.  ___________________

17.  Nolan received the highest test score in the class.   17.  ___________________

18.  Now that it's winter, the sky gets darker at an earlier time. 18.  ___________________

19.  The alley cat had the lowdest and spookiest howl. 19.  ___________________

20.  Ashlyn's dad is the strongest person she knows. 20.  ___________________

Review Words

21.  The security guard barely controled the wild crowd.  21.  ___________________

22.  Gianna couldn't stop smiling at the fair. 22.  ___________________

23.  Pretty soon, the comedian had the whole audience laffing. 23.  ___________________
     

Challenge Words

24.  Devin is the frendliest boy in our class. 24.  ___________________
  

25.  Was the movie scarier than you thought it would be? 25.  ___________________
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ANSWER KEY

Fix the Misspelled Words

 Circle the spelling word in each sentence.  
 If the word is spelled correctly, write CORRECT on the line. 
 If the word is spelled incorrectly, write the correct spelling on the line.

 1.  Isabella waited to talk until she was feeling  camer. 1.  calmer

 2.  Yesterday was the  windiest  day our city has on record! 2.  CORRECT

 3.  I have never seen Lucas  happier  than he is today. 3.  CORRECT

 4.  Last winter was  colder  than the winter before it. 4.  CORRECT

 5.  Our little dog Tucker tries to act  tuffer  than he really is. 5.  tougher

 6.  That is the  sleepiest  baby I have ever seen! 6.  CORRECT

 7.  Why am I  hungryer  now than before I ate that snack? 7.  hungrier

 8.  The future looks  briter  now that Riley's sickness is over. 8. brighter 

 9.  My dad always keeps our house in the  cleanest  condition. 9.  CORRECT

10.  Sometimes it's hard being the  youngist  child! 10.  youngest

11. Mrs. Carrington asked us to use  softer  voices indoors. 11.  CORRECT

12.  That must be the  fastist  car in the world!            12.  fastest
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13.  My class presentation went  smoothier  than I expected. 13.  smoother

14.  Peyton was the  silliest  boy in the whole class. 14.  CORRECT

15.  A sponge feels  hevier  when it soaks up water. 15.  heavier

16.  Your bedroom won't clean itself, but it will get  dertier. 16.  dirtier

17.  Nolan received the  highest  test score in the class.   17.  CORRECT

18.  Now that it's winter, the sky gets  darker  at an earlier time. 18.  CORRECT

19.  The alley cat had the  lowdest  and spookiest howl. 19.  loudest

20.  Ashlyn's dad is the  strongest  person she knows. 20.  CORRECT

Review Words

21.  The security guard barely  controled  the wild crowd.  21.  controlled

22.  Gianna couldn't stop  smiling  at the fair.  22.  CORRECT

23.  Pretty soon, the comedian had the whole audience  laffing. 23.  laughing
     

Challenge Words

24.  Devin is the  frendliest  boy in our class. 24.  friendliest
  

25.  Was the movie  scarier  than you thought it would be? 25.  CORRECT
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